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Walter Eardley Freeling Davidson:  
A Memoir of Service in World War I 

 
 
Eardley Davidson was born in 1892. He grew up in Guernsey and was educated at Lancing 
College and Jesus College Cambridge, graduating in 1914. At Cambridge he developed 
socialist convictions and became a protégé of Beatrice Webb. Following the outbreak of war, 
he reluctantly volunteered and was posted to the East Yorkshire regiment. He served briefly 
in the trenches at Ypres, and then, from 1915 to 1918, as a pilot in the Royal Flying Corps. 
He ended the war with the rank of Squadron Leader in the newly formed RAF. However, 
following demobilization, he returned to Cambridge to train as a doctor and never piloted an 
aircraft again. He died in 1984 following a long and successful career as a general 
practitioner.  
 
The following pages recounting his wartime experiences are extracted from a memoir of his 
early life written mainly in the early 1950s, with some revision in the 1970s. The text is 
exactly as he wrote it, apart from deletion of some personal and family details.    
 
 
 
I 
 
England had not entered a continental war for a hundred years, but as in all the countries 
involved, there was an immediate response to war that mixed excitement with anxiety and 
abandonment of other quarrels to brace for the fight with a relief evident in songs and cheers. 
To not a few the excitement gave pleasure. Some sensitive and humane intellectuals found a 
belief in purification through sacrifice. Others rationalised from the reduced pressure from 
personal worries by foretelling a cleansing of society through an escape from cash values and 
from triviality into a climate of sacrifice and patriotism. 
 
But for me the word war held only thoughts of foreboding. I had no trace of hope of help 
from it either for England or for myself. I had not in my feelings even a momentary gleam 
from the common excitement. The first reported event appalled me for Jaures was shot while 
resting in a cafe. He is now unremembered, but to a socialist undergraduate in 1914 he 
appeared the one French politician of natural and humane power ample enough to champion 
kindliness. 
 
I saw in ruins all constructive expectations for society, for myself and for Europe. Germany 
possessed the largest social democratic party in any country. It apparently was about to take 
power in the Reichstag and I, by this word war, was to treat Germany as an enemy. I lacked 
knowledge of German society or the factors contributing to the power of its military or its 
ruling class or of its Emperor worship. 
 
I look back astonished at my ignorance in accepting the protection of England by the navy as 
an unalterable fact. The possibility of invasion or the need for its defence never came even as 
thoughts to be dismissed. 
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As I dozed during the long night journey the length of England, Beatrice Webb's question, "If 
there was a war, would you fight?" recurred in my brain like a tolling bell, though at that 
moment additions to the army had not been considered publicly. At my home, the day after 
my arrival a telegram arrived. The flimsy paper, looking as innocent as confidence trickster, 
was at the hall door as I returned from a walk to the village. And the words, almost blistering 
my brain, looked so innocent too, so considerate, so falsely gentle. They read, "Are you 
willing to join special reserve?" 
 
Just that! At once I was placed high on a pillar of dreadful doubt. I knew I could not stay 
there but, with the power to balance still remaining, I was kept in in the bitterness, as I felt, of 
a choice of appalling evils. The facts were clear. All my school days I had been in an O.T.C. 
– an Officers Training Corps - and my name, so I suppose unknown to me, had been in some 
War Office file, crouching in wait for such an occasion as this. If I joined the Special 
Reserve, surely I should immediately be posted at once to a regular battalion. I felt both 
revolted at the thought of fighting but equally I held a personal request from my nation to be 
irrefutable. I had to act. I discussed with no one. I saw as in a magnesium flash that I was 
being asked to agree to fight with a bayonet, then a blind dropped before the reality. 
 
The appalling telegram broke into my home like the ghost of Hamlet's father – it was a 
"lightest word" that "would harrow up my soul, freeze my young blood" and saying “list, list, 
O list!” 
 
It was the lovely deceitful weather of August, 1914. That night was warm and still, and the 
stars, clear overhead, were blurred as they dipped to the horizon in the late summer haze. I 
walked solitarily up and down, where the full arch of the night sky could be seen and felt 
enclosing me. I thought and thought. I flung my head from side to side for escape. There was 
no escape. 
 
I, a too uncombative creature, disbelieving both in war and in victory, accustomed to think of 
the German social democrats as part of my own movement, expecting Europe to unite - 
hadn't I travelled across it with only a traveller's cheque for passport - voluntarily to say 
“yes”, I will, if ordered, fight hand to hand. I felt dizzy with physical revolt. And yet, and yet 
my herd, my nation, without whom I was nothing, wanted me to say “yes". If I was willing to 
serve that nation - and I did not visualise any individual protest as a possibility - surely I must 
be whole hearted. The phrase "conscientious objection” had not been discovered. I had no 
excuse to protect me, no essential occupation, no dependent family, no frailty of health. With 
the most awful dismay the conclusion closed in upon me. Cool of evening gave way to the 
cold of night: I had to decide. I returned to bed with the decision to telegraph in answer “yes”. 
 
The following morning I did so. Just the word "yes”; that little scrape of the sandy crest 
which starts the trickle, that deepens into a cleft, through which everything, and every event 
rushes. 
 
Almost by return came the order for me to join the training battalion of a Midland regiment. I 
went immediately. The C.O. was welcoming and the Adjutant and the Sergeants friendly. I 
and my companions were put through parade ground drill. 
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After about a month I was sent to a neighbouring town to train a company of recruits. I went 
as second officer but in a few weeks· I was left in command. The men were coal miners and 
all of them came from the same district. I had one N.C.O. to help me. It was an exciting and 
flattering experience. The town was as sordid, vulgar and ugly as any built for industry in the 
nineteenth century. My company was billeted in a hall, and we drilled in the public 
playground. The miners, undersized from poor food during growth and speaking a dialect 
partially a foreign tongue to me, were so willing, so enthusiastic, so co-operative that it 
became .increasingly inspiring to have the privilege of leading them. I analysed every 
complaint of theirs however much time was taken; I gave lectures that became in part 
debates. I made tidiness of the kit a competition, and P.T. into obstacle races and drill into 
ceremonial movements like figure dancing that could be a pleasure in itself. I am sure I was 
imperfect as an officer to train men to be fighters. I never related all we did to killing; of 
weapons or tactics I knew nothing at all. I shut out the tasks of the future for the pleasure of 
this comradeship. I must have appeared to do well for my success, such as it was, led to my 
being ordered away. The 1st battalion of the regiment after many years in India had arrived in 
England, and they lacked one subaltern. I was chosen to fill his place and the choice was 
considered an honour. My company of recruits honoured me too by their regrets at the order. 
The N.C.O., speaking on their behalf came to me formally and delivered the message. “The 
men wish you to know they are very sorry not to go to France with you”. It was ironical that 
success should be the direct cause of failure; for I think that if I had been allowed to continue 
with my company a bond of affection and pride would have kept me a conscientious 
persistent soldier, despite my scarcely supportable revulsion at the war and the process of 
violence. Instead I was to report at Winchester to the regular battalion.  
 
I arrived in London by a train too late to catch any connection till early the following 
morning. Obsessionally I felt the need to take the first available train, and asked an elderly 
porter to open a locked waiting room for me to doze in. While he demurred a smart, quickly-
speaking, assured and as I thought, beautiful girl broke between us to ask the porter some 
question about an underground station, but looking straight at me with frank bold invitation. I 
looked back dumbfounded. The old porter, seeing my shock, muttering some disapproval, 
produced the key. And as for me, stiffened, not in full possession of myself, in retrospect I 
liken myself to a newly fledged gull who on stretching wings unexpectedly found himself 
gliding towards the amazing sea, for I realised that a girl had asked me to lie with her. That 
she probably was a prostitute was a mental consideration. 
 
Sexually, for the first time, I felt claimed as an adult. I lay stretched on the shiny waiting 
room seat, sleepless, tossed by fantasies. On my arrival the next morning I was directed 
courteously at the Battalion H.Q. and then met the C.O. who as a gentle-voiced man, 
scrupulous, kind, looking a scholar and more suited it seemed to win a croquet match than 
lead in a battle. I met the Second-in-Command who was thin, sallow, nervous and 
immaculate in a perfectly cut uniform. I was detailed to A company. The Company 
Commander of A company was tall, white-haired, and with but one frightening eye. 
 
My arrival was two days before the division was due to sail. It was on a fine clear day in the 
first week of January 1915 that the battalion paraded for a last inspection. The senior officers 
were on horses. And as with the captains and subalterns they were conspicuously girdled with 
polished Sam Brown belts and revolvers. Mules pulled the ammunition wagons. 
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"Battalion for-m fours. Move to the left in column of route. Qui--ck march". And we set off, 
left right, left right, the twelve miles to Southampton. Passers-by lined the streets, pity and 
wonder on many faces, curiosity on all. No garlands, no hurrahs, no calls of good luck. It was 
an English understatement of sympathy and pride. 
 
That night the convoy set off unlighted down Southampton Water. Our boat anchored in a 
buffeting sea all next day outside Le Havre, presumably waiting a turn or a tide on the 
available pier. When disembarked the men were ordered into the wagons labelled Quarante 
Hommes Huit Chevaux; the officers had carriages and a slow hesitating journey began that 
ended after about twenty-four hours at Hazebrouck. It was a blustery grey afternoon as the 
battalion marched for some miles to reach a farm. 
 
By that date, January 1915, the Battle of the Marne was past; the outflanking thrust by the 
Germans had been held at Ypres, and trenches already stretched continuously from the Alps 
to the sea. So little did the battalion command appreciate this military situation that, before 
moving off from the station, parties were detailed as flank guards, and an advance guard. I 
forget how the flank guards attempted to combine their Boer War notions of an advance 
across an illimitable veldt with the restrictions of a Flemish road. However, the order was 
given. It was during the winter twilight while the men were in the barns and the dixies were 
steaming beside the vast midden that marked the centre of the circling buildings when 
suddenly a captain called for volunteers. By his order they fixed bayonets and rushed a bush. 
Someone had reported seeing a crouching enemy within it. There was no one there, and the 
party sheathed their bayonets laughing at themselves. It was an acted memory of precautions 
proper in South Africa fourteen years before. Some Senior British Officers, experienced in 
the Boer War, only slowly reinterpreted the lessons learnt then to fit the conditions of the first 
German war. It is certain that at no time during 1914-18 did the soldiers admire or trust the 
staff. Even though a few individuals, like Plumer, were respected, in general any story 
making a butt of brass hats or the H.Q. would be sure of guffawing approval. 
 
On the field's margin adjoining the farm were two mounds, headed by crosses of rough wood 
and with British names and ranks, roughly printed on them with dark stain. These men must 
have met their deaths during the skirmishing preceding the fixed trenchline. I looked at them 
with a morbid longing to know what sort of men lay, discoloured but not yet decomposed, 
under that winter earth. Nine inches of soil away and there they would lie as if to attention in 
their uniforms. How strange, useless and silly for these two men stealthily to look past this 
farm house wall and seeing nothing, to walk on, rifles at the ready. Then, zip, zip and they 
were dead. 
 
Sadly I returned to the room used as the officers' mess, to hear talk about the war. The 
regiment had gone to India before the Entente Cordiale, and to these officers, it was apparent 
soon, the enemy they desired, if a fight had to be, was France. Germany in their view was the 
natural ally. Every reference suggested suspicion and dislike of the French and admiration for 
Germans. They had not had in India nor on the voyage any newspapers to recondition them. 
They were of course professionally determined to fight with whomever England chose to 
quarrel, but, as individuals, they thought we had blundered on to the wrong side. A doctor, a 
quiet, thorough, good general practitioner in uniform, and a Roman Catholic padre, quick and 
likeable both, joined us. 
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II 
 
After about a week in the farm the battalion went by a fleet of London buses, now out of date 
with solid tyres, overhanging brows, and high, prominent engines, to somewhere on the 
Ypres road, where shell craters forced the convoy to atop. 
 
On forming to march I was called out to be told I was to be brigade ammunition officer, so on 
our arrival at Ypres I went with the ammunition mules of all three battalions comprising the 
brigade, and now to be under my command, to a court-yard surrounded on three sides by 
stalls; probably it had been previously a cavalry barracks. Ypres was then undestroyed. Daily 
shells nibbled the still but moderately defaced streets, and daily running soldiers would come 
either to carry away from blood-stained stones someone hit by one of these chance shells or 
to free some heaving, lashing mule fallen beside the waggon it was pulling. 
 
In the early evening, already dark, sufficient mules would by my orders have boxes of small 
arms ammunition fastened to their backs, and I would lead with the help of a guide a file of 
these uncomprehending creatures to an agreed place near the front line. I enjoyed the dim 
forms of the trailing mules seen at first in the faint lanterns and later in the uneven glow of 
the Very lights. In those still winter nights (the weather was good) the mules clanked their 
hoofs on the stones behind me. Recognition calls hailed us as we approached the place of 
unloading. The trench line was illuminated by successions of Very lights: they were flares 
shot from a pistol. These beacons rose swiftly as a glowing orange of light and then, as their 
speed slowly decreased to a stop they broke into brilliance and curving with great beauty, 
floated slowly down as brightly a baby sun, till when near the ground, dropping swiftly, each 
left a blinding blackness in place of the starlight from which it rose. 
 
Not infrequently the isolated stutter of a machine gun, and the intermittent crack of the fixed 
rifles, trained in daylight on some spot likely to be used by night, would change, owing to 
some unknown cause spreading alarm, to a roar of musketry. Then Very lights would leap up 
till the whole line was fringed by the delicate intersecting lines. 
 
At the end of about two weeks the brigade came out of the line, and I returned to my 
company. My one-eyed commander had been shot, and another captain took command of A 
Company. While the battalion was resting, I took a message to a divisional commander. His 
headquarters were in the cellar of a house on the flat, unfenced, open land beside the Menin 
road. While walking over the winter fields, all eerily empty, the white smoke of shrapnel 
burst in neat rows in my path; they arrived out of nothing, as if by a medium's a trick, as 
rounded pear-shaped puffs moving equally in the wind. They looked as harmless as toy 
balloons, and the sound of them was as innocent as clapped hands in a game. They may have 
been meant for me. The area was under German observation. Arriving in the General’s 
presence, I stood disregarded as he conferred with two respectful colonels. Pencil in hand, red 
tabs shining handsomely, one foot on a chair, he bent forward his bald, well-cared-for head, 
and tapped a map. As the saying goes, my blood ran cold (it is a phrase, well describing the 
spinal chill and trickle of trembles) as I realised he was ordering the raiding of an advance 
German trench that very night. He spoke of so many men that were to jump in one place, and 
so many at others, and if possible at least one German was not to be killed, but to be brought 
back. The cool everyday voice, as if it was arranging the sets of a tennis tournament, seemed 
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incongruous. A pencil followed the conversational voice and indicated by taps on the paper 
what had to be done. I visualised the dreadful scene as it was outlined so clearly. The 
creeping attackers were to leap on the Germans. It was planned without anger or animus and 
was revoltingly immediate and actual. Of course he was right and the polite colonels were 
right. This was genuine war as I had seen it with nightmare force - bringing loathing when, as 
a child, as I have already described, I had viewed the illustration of a bayonet thrust right 
through a Boer. 
 
The time came for us to return to the line. The battalion marched through Ypres in the dark; 
halting a little at the Menin gate till shelling of the cross-road and beyond had ceased. Two 
wounded French lay in blue and red uniforms on straw in the depths of the gateway lodge. 
They did not even lift their faces to look at our inquiring beams of torchlight. We marched on 
through the crunching darkness to the South East till a slight rise in the road gave dead 
ground near a trench line. Then we halted. It could be seen dimly that a communication 
trench started in the right hand ditch. As we stood still in our ranks on the road, bullets flew 
just above our heads, each with a flip of spectral fingers as they passed. We filed into the 
trench and moved along it. After many twists we reached the frontline, doubling with the 
soldiers due to be relieved. 
 
The trench was a muddy drain, the earth dug out to make it filled small sacks which were 
piled neatly together to make a wall about three feet from the margin of the ditch which was 
retained by short planks and stakes. Thus was made a seat and also a platform for the view 
over no man's land. 
 
To limit the spread of flying fragments each six yards or so a right-angled detour of the 
trench formed a traverse. Here and there the back wall of the ditch was set back enough for a 
short space to be roofed by rough wood and made partly waterproof by ground sheets. Such a 
retiring room was called by us a dug-out, though utterly dissimilar from the massive 
underground protective suites made later in the war under the same name. At dawn everyone 
stood at the ready; at other times only sentries watched while the rest, dozing or heating mess 
tins, or reading old letters, whiled away the hours. There was no set wire entanglement held 
by supports. A few loose coils of barbed wire were here and there, 
 
0n the first morning, and often after, I looked with intense wonder at the similar wall of earth 
about seventy yards away, immobile and lifeless. The rattling noise of carts on paves far 
away told us that food came up by night to this mirror world. To hear them lit imagination 
and fellow feeling at the thought of other hungers and other steaming cans beyond the 
looking glass. 
 
On the earth of no-man’s-land close to the German trench, four dead French soldiers, in blue 
coats and red trousers, lay on the brown earth. I gazed at them as a decoration rather than as 
at men recently alive. They among the few weeds in the recently ploughed field. There were 
but few shell holes and the field looked natural farm land, but for the Frenchmen and the ugly 
walls of sandbags. 
 
The weather was warm for February, and rain pelted intermittently; then those standing or 
sitting changed to models for statues of endurance with rubber ground sheets, tied at the 
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throat with a lace, dropping from the shoulders, as in folds of bronze, while a runnel of drips 
ran from the peaks of the immobile caps. 
 
Sections of slatted wood called duck boards gave substance to the ditch bottom even if they 
were floating in the collected water. The battalion, fresh from India as I have said, knew 
nothing of trench maintenance or hygiene. All detritus was just thrown over the parapet and 
places for excretion were the results of personal choice. If the parapet crumbled one ducked 
lower. At one place a dead soldier’s feet, his boots laced as he had tied them, stuck out of a 
traverse; no one moved him. He was like litter at a beauty spot, someone else's problem. The 
transport sergeant, a little compact man, the only man in gum boots, arrived in the evening 
and wandered into no-man's-land following some dream or defiance or curiosity. Efficient 
leadership would have stopped him, or used him. 
 
One quiet afternoon I was writing a letter home, resting my back against the trench wall, 
when in the middle of a word a crashing bang came at my back, a shower of sods on my 
head, and I found myself sitting, unhurt, exposed from the waist up with my back to the 
Germans. A field gun shell, known as a whizz-bang (as it flew about the speed of sound. and 
its noise, at the receiving end, was like its name) had made a direct hit behind me and had 
removed the earth alone and had exposed me. The letter gained force from a scratch leaving a 
few stains. 
 
Soon occurred a ferocious event. It had been timed for the dawn. That morning was very 
cold, dry, and still. Though mist hid the stars the dense blackness of a midwinter moonless 
night had softened enough for me to see a little texture in the crumbled earth before me. 
Suddenly, without warning or time to wonder, I was pitched on my knees, and a prolonged 
rumbling roar was followed in the succeeding silence by a patter of fragments on my back 
and neck and all around me, hailing down for what seemed long time. As the shower 
diminished, a cheer, sounding like the close of a school match, echoed over the desolation. 
And then silence. Not a rifle fired. Nothing happened. "A” Company peered through the 
strengthening light. Still the quiet Frenchmen faintly discernible, were the only occupants of 
the land before us. There was no visible change. 
 
It was full daylight when a direct message came from the C.O.; it stated that a mine had 
blown up the salient that enclosed a cottage on the left, and had destroyed B Company. The 
message included the order that a party from A Company should, at ten o'clock precisely, 
move down the trench and attack the occupants of the mine crater. The message added that a 
party from C Company from the opposite rim would attack at the same time. 
 
Following the explosion the captain in command of A Company collapsed and lay in the dug-
out. It was obvious he was not well enough even to discuss the order, and it devolved on me 
to obey it. We had no hand grenades and our only bombs were rifle bombs (things that went a 
hundred yards), so no bombing from traverse to traverse was possible. I presumed the order 
to mean rushing with a bayonet. I went the length of the Company and asked for volunteers 
and so obtained a sergeant and about ten willing men, and then, like a pixie from behind a 
mushroom, the transport sergeant appeared, and joined us. 
 
I found rum and we drank ritually. Vague memories told me that to drink rum was proper. 
Then searching, I found for myself a discarded rifle and a bayonet, both clogged with mud, 
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for this was before the days of tin hats or of battle dress for officers who still were tailored in 
fine cloth and were conspicuous in their Sam Browne belts. Bashing the butt against the 
ground to force the bayonet on to the muddy muzzle set off the round that, unknown to me, 
was in the bolt. The bullet, grazing my hair, pierced my cap. All that remained to be done was 
to return and wait, and measure the minutes. 
 
It was quite obvious to me there was no possibility of success. The loudness of the cheer told 
me that about a hundred Germans, must be fortifying that crater. Our orders could only result 
in our arrival in single file, with myself in the van, inevitably to be shot immediately. I knew, 
as surely as I now expect breakfast to follow dressing that by ten-fifteen I should be dead. 
Strangely, I was not afraid. I felt none of the emotions nor the physical sensations that go 
with fear. I said to myself, forming unspoken words to match the thought, that I had made 
this fateful choice that August night when I had decided to answer “yes”. I had accepted 
readiness to be killed then, and now, I said, it has come. I am going to be killed now. We 
were all quiet, I, with my wrist watch, checking minute after minute. At five minutes to ten 
the weird pause was broken by seeing, coming from behind the cottage wall, the second-in-
command hurrying into view. He was shaken by his efforts to reach us in time, but, as before, 
he was fastidious and precise in manner; neat and clean, avoiding contact with the wet mud 
of the trench walls. He brought a countermand of the absurd order. He was killed that 
evening. As much as it was strange that the certainty of my death had not stimulated fear, so, 
equally, the unexpected cancellation of the order I also accepted without emotion. I knew that 
bayonet I had picked up could not have been used on entering a crater; I should have been 
shot immediately. 
 
Soon our light artillery began to fire on the crater. One or two Germans were seen running 
out of it back to their lines - probably only with messages for the shelling was not intensive. 
A soldier, Irish by blood, became demented with excitement and, with jubilant cries, sat on 
the parapet top, firing shot after shot. I failed, firmly enough, to order him down. Suddenly, in 
the middle of a shout, he lost the crown of his head. His chin drooped on to his chest, 
otherwise he sat on, while blood poured forward as from an ornamental fountain till, very 
slowly toppling, he fell seven feet to the trench bottom, and sickeningly, with no stretched 
forward hands. The shelling stilled its self-important banging and all returned to quiet. 
 
At about eleven in the morning a superb soldier came into the trench. He was the captain in 
charge of a company in support. He spoke sharp reassuring sentences; wherever he went he 
obtained at once complete command. “Take that away” he said, kicking lightly the dead 
Irishman. At once, hands previously numbed stretched out. He radiated military prowess. 
 
He told me he had taken part in a conference as to how to retake this salient. (The spot was, I 
suspect, militarily of no value at all, the trench being of the shape it was merely because the 
original margin of a cottage garden happened to be held as the line hardened into a firm 
outline). He stated he had advocated, and had prevailed in his plea, that an attack should be 
made frontally with artillery support. He added he had asked for the honour of leading it. He 
went away, leaving an emptiness of power. The attack was made. As he rose to advance he 
was killed instantly. I am forced humbly to think that without his force and his courage it 
would have been me to have been killed that day. With a rattling crash the plan succeeded 
and the cottage and the crater returned to British hands. 
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Ghastly scenes occurred at the surrender of the cottage, so a tender-minded officer told me 
later. He reported to me that the German occupants were ordered to come out with their 
hands up. The first few did so. Then one arrived in the doorway and, either ignorantly or 
defiantly, had his hands down and, on lifting them, he looked as if he might shoot. To be sure 
of him an English shot felled him. The others, believing treachery, flung back into a bunch, 
and were all shot down. 
 
Two prisoners scurried along my trench looking with fear right and left up into our faces. 
They were little men with grey cheeks. Their kit was new. They had come especially into the 
line for this assault. 
 
When all was quiet I wandered into some open space near the cottage, and found there 
something so far unfamiliar, a dead man lying, pressing the earth, straight on his back; his 
alabaster face slightly to one side. He was a young, handsome man, German officer in a trim 
uniform. I crouched to gaze at him. He was lying on the cottage path and out of all view. I 
felt abashed before his assurance and his calm. Increasingly he seemed a person I knew for 
his appearance had the quality present in great paintings that fuses personal with universal 
issues. I stood motionless, averse to return to the actuality of here and now. But the moments 
gathered into minutes. 
 
I had to go. Drizzle began to make every surface shiny. My way led past wounded, lying 
against the trench wall and protected by ground sheets held over them by planted rifles. One 
asked me huskily for the doctor. His left ribs were folded back like the cover of an opened 
book, and showed the grey lung sliding sideways in time with his breathing. Stifling the 
impulse to shrink back, used the manner of conventional reassurance. He asked for the doctor 
in vain. Our doctor and all his bearers, sent for in a panic order at day break were shot dead as 
they approached along the communication trench which was open to the view of the Germans 
by then in the cottage. 
 
That evening our own artillery started another shoot. Some bursts were fired short. My 
company commander, now on the move again, was hit in the back. He lay limply, propped 
against the earth wall. There was a complex expression in his face of both relief and fear as 
leaning half sideways slumped with the trace of a smile, he looked up at me. We met affably 
in England some months later. 
 
The battalion continued trench routine for a further twenty-four hours when, on the ninth day 
of trench life, it was relieved. We trailed back to Ypres in the greasy dark and gathered in the 
cloisters of the still undestroyed Cloth Hall. Dim shifting lights made many fleeting shapes 
among the shadows; a peaked capped face would glow without a body, or isolated hands 
would hold a gleaming tin. A rattling clatter of waggons, mule-drawn over the pave, over-
whelmed the nearby sounds, and beneath the vaulted pillars, the gestures of exhaustion of the 
soldiers theatrically softened by steam from the boiling dixies, appeared as a macabre mime. 
The sweet fluid partly tea and milk and partly stew I sipped until its welcome warm wetness 
became too nasty to be finished. Then reforming, we moved in an irregular straggle of tired 
soldiers to Poperinghe. 
 
After a few days the C.O. was recalled to England and a divisional commander told the 
battalion, drilled stiffly to attention in a hollow square to hear him, that it had done badly. 
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Later he repeated the same in a lower voice and in a more conversational tone to the officers 
gathered round him in an irregular knot. Then no argument, "Dismiss!" I gathered the 
condemnation was due to a very few of C Company leaving the scene, and going over the 
rear wall of their trench, upon the explosion of the mine. These men were recruited just after 
the Boer War, when some incapable of any job joined the army. Then came nine years doing 
decorative soldiery in India with natives to do every troublesome task. And now they were 
placed in a position where only exceptional craft, keenness and experience could excel. Some 
failures were not improbable especially as they had, at that stage of the war, no sense of 
England being threatened and no aim as an object for victory. Looking back I feel the whole 
affair was carried out in a manner showing the compassionate, decent ways of England. 
Though, such is war, even in the British army a few executions by firing squad occurred 
throughout 1914-18. 
 
Deaths are the currency of wars: they are, and have to be spent. Human values can be but a 
distraction. The word victory has reminded me of my thoughts then. I concluded at that time 
after unspoken argument, that neither side was fit to stand victory or defeat and I hoped for a 
draw. The inability to stop such a war short of surrender was not clear to me then. We take 
too easily the hideous clarity terrible years have brought to us. 
 
A new C.O. was appointed, a bristling man, daily reporting to us that he was asking for 
active, aggressive fighting. 
 
Newcomers filled the many gaps, and began to change the character of the battalion closer to 
the style of those new armies, being formed from the best men of England. The newcomers 
were toughened and fused to the regiment by route marches and drills but there was still no 
teaching in trench conditions nor in tactics. In due course we returned to the same sector of 
Zillebeke but now in the support trenches. I went as liaison officer with some unit and slept in 
a deserted brick kiln with a number of officers. The kiln was a semi-circular tunnel of bricks 
open at one end. A charcoal brazier gave heat, and blankets were draped across the entrance. 
No one died, but the next morning everyone felt most unwell and within a week I had a large 
boil. I think we had been close to death from monoxide poisoning. I felt ill and breathless for 
many weeks. 
 
My marching companion was the officer close to breakdown who had described the death of 
those Germans surrounded in the cottage. His neurosis increased my own awareness of the 
horror of my own dilemma. Zillebeke fixed a decision in my mind. I would not fight hand to 
hand, even though death was my only means of refusal. Death was a familiar to subalterns in 
1915. While on the march I looked at the catkins with more than usual intensity in the belief 
that this was my last opportunity to see the spring. 
 
The choice was of immediate relevance for I knew that the present C.O., determined as he 
was to increase the fighting experience of his unit, and to create self-confidence in its power, 
would devise aggressive plans. I was one of the few junior officers remaining who came out, 
with the battalion so little a time ago. It was, therefore, certain that I should be ordered to lead 
a raid. On this I pondered again and again and was forced to realise that this I could not do. I 
found it impossible to consider the prospect of bayonetting someone. Hate or moral fervour 
would have doubtless changed the acts I could have brought myself to do. I have only to read 
or remember of countless acts of violence by men or women of sensitivity for what they 
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deemed a good cause. Remember Charlotte Corday. But I had neither hate nor fervour to spur 
me. 
 
Some excellent autobiographies are deliberately selective; others, and this is one, are an 
attempt to record truthfully. For unless it is truthful this book can have no value. Inevitably, 
therefore, this story is bound to record incidents that give pain both to recall and to recount. 
My hope is that the picture of myself is true enough and deep enough to bring understanding. 
I had a clear cut dilemma. For if I had been ordered to jump with my platoon by night into a 
trench and to cut and kill but to bring back at least one live prisoner, my body would first 
have found death. I turned over carefully the alternative procedures for suicide. It was and 
still is my belief that each of us has the right to end his life when to him it seems wise to do 
so with proper regard for affections and responsibilities. But a pathological depression is 
needed for suicide to be welcomed by someone of twenty-one. I was not depressed, as I had 
been at school, instead I was vital, with every sense alert. It was the season tor renewed life. 
As already recorded above, the route marches through Flanders by-roads passed copses bor-
dered by hazels. Their catkins were poignantly confident. The fern fronds of the young 
cowsparsley and the shouted spring bird songs strengthened my partnership with life. Rather 
than by hope or by fantasy it was by logic I felt impelled down a narrowing angle between 
questions and answers to where a grim conclusion lay. Even if I had been in a unit of high 
morale when I should have been fused to my regiment I knew it would have carried me close 
to insanity to fight in the infantry without enmity or conviction. But I was in a dispirited unit. 
My conclusion coolly reached was to take back the answer decided so painfully the previous 
August and to obtain again an opportunity to find some other form of service genuinely in my 
power to give. The only approach I could see was through bodily incapacity. It was 
horrifying. Frailty cannot be summoned. Pneumonia or even lumbago will not come to an 
order. The only answer I met was rightly appalling, for it was self-wounding. That was 
repulsive. It involved a lie. And to lie ran against my belief and habit, and also it must lead to 
shock and pain and unknown hazards. It might lead to execution. On careful balance I judged 
it better than suicide. 
 
The battalion after re-forming was ordered south of Ypres to Dranoutre. We marched on a 
day when the rain fell quietly in big drops and when the bushes on the sheltered sides of 
slopes held a mist of green, and some beech buds, tight and smooth, had broken their brown 
winter scales, softened by the rain. I had picked a withy and always carried it, prodding the 
ground in time with a long stride. We arrived as planned as twilight faded and we were met 
by guides. Then in single file we followed slowly the line of duckboards with soft-voiced 
messages travelling back and forth, “Ware wire”, “Look out for crater on right”, “Not so fast 
in front”, “Sergeant Wheeler wanted” crossing and re-crossing on the stumbling line. An 
occasional Very-light showed gleaming, reflecting pools, and the dark silhouettes of laden 
men climbing, as it were, the rungs of a crooked ladder as the receding zigzag of the duck-
boards appeared in the sudden and transient brilliance. Then unexpectedly we found 
ourselves behind the trench wall. We learned that this region was too swampy for digging 
trenches and that a breast-work had to suffice for protection. 
 
Daylight showed that the breast-work was not continuous. The section I was in abruptly 
ended to the south. At that point the German breast-work was a fair distance away - perhaps a 
hundred yards. It was a quiet sector. The song birds of English woods sang assertively. The 
tide of the spring was invading fast the bleakness of the winter, and often for half an hour on 
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end, the blackbirds were not interrupted by bullets. Trench life went forward without 
incident. 
 
On the fifth night the sky was black. At stand-to I had been the trench length as usual. I went 
from group to group again about ten o'clock. I did not feel abnormal and was neither excited 
nor afraid. It was easy to talk as usually, about short rations, or the ordinary amusements of 
the moment. It was easy in one large group to bend down, and to put the tip of my thin stick 
in the trigger of a soldier's rifle that had been left leaning against the parapet; it was easy to 
leave it there for a minute or two, and then in the middle of a sentence, stretching my arm 
over the muzzle, to stand on the cane. It was easy, because the mental struggle pierced with 
loathing, was over a week or so before. It is doubts and indecisions that put a person into the 
pains of disunity. A firm decision to act unifies, and the deed itself becomes the outcome of 
that unity, and, when compared with the struggle to decide, it is free from strain. 
 
The flash of yellow light, and the crashing noise were as electric shocks on quiet muscles 
snatching me backward. Then I heard a sergeant say, “Are you hurt, Sir” and his solicitude 
made me hate the lie I was acting. "I don't think so. Oh, my arm’s bleeding.” 
“Can you walk sir?” 
"Thank you so much, yes I am all right.”· 
“Let me help you.” But he could not help for the duck-board was only the width of one 
person and deep mud was beside it. I held my consciousness, sinking though it did to the 
small but sharply defined dimness of a Christmas candle, with a strong effort before me, and 
stumbled along the winding track. Rescue came from my friendly bowels. An intense desire 
for evacuation concentrated attention within me. The working at buttons with one hand only 
and supporting my chin on my knee and perhaps for all I know, giving a momentary reminder 
of the protecting womb, made the small candle light of awareness enlarge to the normal 
understanding of the dripping bushes arid of the sweat, beginning to gather into tickling 
trickles down my face 
 
At the C.C.S. the M.O. gave me an injection of serum into the periosteum of my breast bone 
(it was less bother to undo one shirt button than to remove my sleeve) five times more painful 
than my wound. 
 
“You have had the tendons of two fingers cut. You will have to go to the base," he said. “I 
should say no more about this being due to an accident if I were you,” he added. 
 
So with muscles stiffened by strain slowly relaxing I went by hospital ship, flauntingly white 
and crossed on each side in red. (Still enough of the “rules of war” remained to make the 
wounded immune from deliberate attack.) Nurses and orderlies with the smooth solicitude 
that is such a triumph of humanity tended to the swathed men on stretchers. I was sent 
to a hospital for officers founded and run by Sister Agnes. 
 
Sister Agnes was a punctiliously preserved beautiful woman, then of an age when the 
preservation was more easily noted than the beauty. She was accustomed to command, and 
the subtle interchange of deference between notable visiting surgeons and herself made a 
comedy of manners. Her force was undeniable, springing from a brusque compassion, the 
lustre of a friendship with King Edward VII and, an abundant libido transmuted into 
theatrical dominance. 
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It was judged that, if splinted, the tendons would join of themselves. I went for convalescence 
to a Duchess's dwelling at Claremont. The old lady, one of the lesser lights of royalty, was in 
residence. Middle aged, thin ladies-in-waiting, women of taste and breeding, curtsied before 
her and moved away from her backwards in the ludicrous last dregs of the tradition of the Roi 
Soleil. We officers were grateful and appreciative of the refreshing quiet and the beauty of 
the garden. One of the other convalescents there had been a school fellow of mine. He told 
me he had taken up flying with the R.F.C. and his machine had got into an uncontrollable 
contortion called a spin, and had twisted in a corkscrew dive to earth. He was then recovering 
from the injury he had received from it. As it by a searchlight's sudden brilliance an idea lit 
my brain. Here I thought was the solution I sought. An uprush of high spirits filled me. For I 
had realised that unless I took some control of events my action merely had postponed the 
problem. The war was dragging on as an indefinite and tragic game of “beggar-my-
neighbour”. Plainly I should recover and would be redrafted to France. There was no section 
of instructed opinion, nor any army organisation to which such a one as myself could appeal 
in order to plead for transfer to an activity suited to his talent No one could be appealed to in 
1915, no one to whom I could even state that I would do anything, anything at all, to help 
England, whose danger I had grown to see, short of hand to hand fighting. (I imagine many 
so-called conscientious objectors in reality suffered from the same state of mind.) So there 
was no possibility of official sanction to transfer to work involving less danger. The only 
possible transfer was to an activity involving more danger. Here then was the illuminated 
vision in my mind. I determined I would get into the R.F.C. 
 
I had a cousin working in the War Office. I went to him .and asked for an introduction to the 
head of the departments controlling the R.F.C. He took me upstairs where a major in one 
room contained, apparently, the whole organization. 
 
"This young fellow, a cousin of mine, wants to join your bunch. I know nothing about him. 
But see what you can do for him.” And I was left alone. 
"Oh, you want to fly do you?" 
"Yes, Sir." 
"Were you in your school footer team?' 
"No, Sir," 
Cricket?" 
“No, Sir." 
"Do you hunt?" 
"No, Sir." 
“Do you ride at all?" 
"I have ridden my aunt's carriage horses, Sir." 
“Did you? Ha! Ha! Ha! And you are really keen to fly'?" 
“I am indeed, Sir.” 
"All right perhaps you will do. I will put your name down. Go back to your unit. You will be 
sent for.” 
I went out almost on tiptoe from the great War Office, lest my tramp should somehow disturb 
this amazing relief. In due course I went before a board of three very elderly beribboned army 
doctors. They did not look at my arm but after whispering together told me to take a month's 
leave. After saying "Thank you, Sir." I found myself on the pavement not knowing how I got 
there, my head so buzzed with thoughts. I had a month's leave. 
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At last, the much desired order came to say that I had been seconded for duty with the Flying 
Corps, and was to proceed (that is the word) to Shoreham for training. We made our way 
there and found our lodging was a flimsy house built on the shingle. I went at dawn each day 
to the airfield to join a group round the Instructor cogitating upon the weather. When it had 
been considered to be satisfactory and the order to fly had been given, the noisy iron gates 
were rolled in their grooves to the side and either a shorthorn or a longhorn was pushed 
forward and out of the canvas hangar. We had two longhorns and two shorthorns – they were 
named Maurice Farmans, having been designed by the French aviator of that name. They had 
thin wide double wings held apart by six pairs of wooden struts and braced by piano wires. 
The longhorns earned their names by carrying, not only double booms behind bearing a. 
biplane tail with an elevator and two rudders, but also two prolongations forward of the skids 
so that by curving upward to the windscreen level the held a second elevator in front , that 
was tilted in harmony with that in the rear. A cockpit, shaped like a large pram, was fastened 
centrally on the lower plane. At its rear a 70 h.p. Renault engine, spurting flames from the 
open exhausts of each cylinder, noisily twirled a two-bladed propeller six feet long. The 
shorthorn lacked the projection in front but otherwise had the same design. They both were 
modifications of the original Wilbur Wright machine. The pram-like cockpit had two seats, 
one before the other. 
 
A silent little man with a bristling moustache named Birch on my first day said: “Let me give 
you a fly round.” We climbed in and for the first time I heard what would become the often-
repeated formula “Contact off” and the reply "Contact off " repeated by the mechanic who to 
charge the engine with petrol then heaved round the inert propeller blades three times. 
"Contact" and the answer “Contact” as the switch (an ordinary brass light-switch) was 
pressed down. Another heave, and the engine firing, clattered and burbles at my back. After a 
short burst at full speed the engine was throttled back to a rumbling quiet. Then the call 
"Chocks away" was followed by an answering cry "Chocks away” and, as the engine slowly 
accelerated, the collection of wires, wooden bars, and stretched linen moved. It trundled the 
length of the field, guided by mechanics holding the wing tips, and was turned face into the 
gentle wind. With a wave to the mechanics to let go, full forward went the throttle and the 
stick, and after fifty yards or so the tail lifted; then with a bounce, the air took our weight and 
with the grass speeding below us and with still twirling wheels, we were flying.  That first 
flight opened before me visions of wonder and pleasure. It was a gleaming evening; and 
shining clouds hung motionless in the summer sky. We skimmed the elm trees, their rounded 
tops looking so comfortable; then gazed, delighted, at the wash of the sea on the pebbles, and 
the blue above and below. The landscape seen from above as sculptured by the river was a 
fresh view of the earth's structure, and the wide downs, carved by shadows, showed a novel 
beauty.  We flew behind a small celluloid screen in ordinary uniforms with no more wind 
upon us than would make hair quiver in a car. Our speed was but forty miles an hour. Flying 
over a heron showed the bird keeping level with us. Groups taking tea in their gardens leaned 
back in their chairs to wave to us. I could see the cups kept steady in the unused hands. The 
long glide in slowly renewed the customary perspectives and, gently touching, we rumbled 
over the turf to the waiting mechanics who twirled the plane at the hangar’s mouth. The 
propeller stuttered to a stop, finishing with a vicious last explosion that drove the blades with 
coughs and trembles on a backward jerk to unbelievable silence and stillness. A moment 
before the shuddering of the strut in my hand, and the visible Parkinsonian shake of the front 
elevator had seemed part of life's function in this strange machine.  
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Instruction started at dawn because then the air is undisturbed by reflected heat from the 
ground and "bumps" are at their least. 
 
In 1915 each pilot, for the most part, had to learn the technique of flying by himself. As an 
example, when the plane is banked in the course of a turn, the rudder twists the nose 
downwards as well as changing its direction.  If the rudder remained turned the machine is 
sent into a spin. This easily can be corrected but the manoeuvre was not widely known then. 
Certainly my instructor at that date, did not know how to turn. 
 
As we made circus circles round the airfield, the turns were made in sections. Whenever the 
nose was felt to be dropping and becoming uncontrolled, we straightened and started again. 
 
The first eagerly anticipated solo was delightful. The machine, more buoyant having but one 
body to carry, seemed more than ever responsive as I sat aloft all by myself on an evening as 
calm and beautiful as that of my first flight, and looked round with boyish pride at the 
quivering wires and the empty space on which I rode.    
 
Lacking the weight of the instructor, it was easy to glide too far and again and again, on 
attempting to land, I overshot and had to fly round yet again. Even on the last and successful 
try mechanics had to spin my machine, by checking one wing tip at the hangar’s door and a 
wheel fastening was twisted. The wheels were lashed into place by a rope made from rubber. 
 
I remember but one contact with the inhabitants of the neighbourhood. It was disturbing. It 
had to do with the fear of spies. Many British ships were at that time sunk by German 
submarines and a fear of spies was understandable.  As a result on one evening there was a 
rattling knock on the door of our house and a grumble of voices outside. Answering, I found 
on the path a suspicious hostile group. They were a gathering of passers-by and all unknown 
to me. The hall light, streaming out, quickly showed two row of eyes narrowly watching me, 
it was blowing half a gale and I had to shut out the gusts by closing the door. Two of the 
clustering men shouted together that there was signalling from the house. "From which 
room?" I yelled in reply against the wind. 
“Round the corner,” more voices answered. 
"But that is the room I have been in myself” I shouted. "Let me see what you have seen." 
''Come over here then,” came other shouts in reply.  Closely surrounded, like a captured spy 
liable, given room, to drive through them and zigzag into the darkness, I went to the raised 
shingle that the sea had banked up frustrating itself during the attack of winter storms, and 
turning with the group towards my house I saw an insane parody of Morse coming 
incessantly from a curtain dashed to and fro at a window by the strong wind. "Oh that's 
nothing. That’s only my curtain flapping” I bellowed. They stood looking, reluctant to agree. 
“Come close and see for yourself.” We stumbled back and I demonstrated how by slamming 
shut the swollen window frame the frantic messages stopped.  Slowly and unwillingly they 
concurred, and made off sullenly. There were no rules forbidding lights on the coast then. 
The interest for me of this memory is the demonstration of the reluctance of a crowd to let go 
of an exciting unifying hatred. Proved innocence is found a disappointment and a loss. 
 
From that trifling incident I learnt the manner of pogroms, witch hunts and lynchings for, 
though nothing happened, violence was close. 
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One morning an Avro landed.  All pupils and mechanics gathered round the lovely white 
compact machine. Its Gnome engine, of a design as beautiful as a bee’s eye magnified by a 
microscope, showing under the cowling of the nose.  The pilot, led on very willingly in 
conversation to give advice, said "Remember you fellows, if your engine begins to fail as you 
leave an aerodrome you are sure to wish to turn back down wind to return. Don't do it. You 
will stall and crash, ten to one, if you do."  He took tea and climbed in again. "Contact” was 
called and with the satisfactory swishing buzz of a rotary engine, the aircraft burst into life. 
Everyone was excited by admiration. Unhelped the beauty taxied away, turned round and 
hummed over the grass, lifting the tail, and taking the air, in what seemed astonishing ease. It 
was already above the shed when a dismaying splutter came from the engine: then it picked 
up and we saw the machine start a turn to the right. After a quarter turn and still held up into a 
climb the engine spluttered again, and, to our utmost horror, down dropped the nose and 
smoke and dust were rising before the sound of the crash came to us watching from the place 
where recently we had heard "If your engine begins to fail as you leave an aerodrome you 
will want to turn back." The eerie prophecy in his words was in our memories as a macabre 
echo. 
 
With the elements of flying learnt I was moved to Gosport. There I myself flew Avros, and 
B.E.s, Caudrons and a little in the Martinsyde Scout. The latter was a prototype of fast single- 
seater machines though its speed was but one hundred miles per hour. The engines used in 
Avros and Martinsydes, as I have said, were at that date Gnomes. They were admirable bits 
of French ingenuity and had exhaust valves that worked in some automatic way by springs 
and centrifugal forces that now I forget.   It was then the lightest way of developing 100 h.p. 
It had two faults. It frequently went wrong; and secondly it exuded castor oil, so that the 
aircraft’s nacelle and the pilot's head and face after a flight were drenched in brown slime. 
Unlike the medicine of the same name however, the oil smelt pleasantly. The design of the 
Avro was so successful an inspiration that for many year it was adapted for stronger and more 
reliable engines. In flight it was responsive. It was beautiful in appearance. Its proportions 
and the gay cock of its rudder made it seem a proper companion for pleasure yachts and 
stylish luxury. 
 
To obtain a "Ticket", that is to become a certificated aviator, a cross-country flight was 
required. The day for my test was a day of a rising gale. The wind was howling as I sat ready. 
The flight commander dubiously looked up and to the west, and finally said reassuringly, 
"You'll be all right. If she conks keep her into the wind.” Then it was for me to say “Contact" 
and to wave chocks away. I was up in twenty yards against the tempest and was heaved by an 
upsurge fifty feet up at the airfield's margin, to drop as far just beyond. To fly off in a light 
aircraft in a gale is a delightful pleasure. One obtained more a sense of organic unity with all 
portions of the plane than in placid air; the wings droop or shake and respond to controls. As 
if sharing a struggle, the engine seems a part of one’s own persistence and there is the illusion 
that the aircraft is a live thing and is gallantly trying to do one's will. On this flight I was due 
to travel to Netheravon on Salisbury plain. The clouds were scattered over the wind-streaked 
blue as if all were standing on an invisible table whose level top was two and a half thousand 
feet up. I climbed to just below the flat grey basis of the gleaming clouds and headed along 
the line of the east side of Southampton water. The Gnome hummed evenly, but I stood 
above the fields, as still as a hovering hawk, for my speed and that of the north west wind 
were almost alike. After hour and half I had only beaten the wind by sufficient miles to be 
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over Botley. The clouds were closing and lowering when I decided to turn. I was back over 
Gosport as quickly as thinking of it to see the airfield closed and empty but for the two 
midget figures that I knew were the mechanics waiting for me. I flew instead of gliding and 
dropped on to the earth as softly as a cover is lowered on to a sleeping child. 
 
The aircraft of today are always flown under power until they touch down. The pilots of the 
early light machines invariably throttled right back and glided to the chosen landing spot 
almost as if it was a point of honour to do so.  
 
 
III 
 
It was a few weeks short of a year since, for the first time, a troopship had carried me to the 
war when again I returned to France. This time I went in the boat that ran daily to Boulogne. 
Mostly the passengers were men returning from leave; others were drafts, couriers, 
politicians, and grandees of the staff.  I had on this second journey in December 1915 adapted 
considerably to the changed world. War, destruction, attacks, retreats, had become part of the 
normal, but below the conformist conversational surface of myself I remained sick at the 
violence. Painfully I abandoned the presumption of reason and tolerance which ignorantly I 
had taken for granted to be a characteristic of our present European civilisation.  I was but 
one of thousands of vulnerable men who aghast had witnessed the eagerness with which all 
the nations involved had entered the war, and that still after over a year so called victory in 
the public's view was the only way out from this vile and senseless cruelty. My own part was 
clearly to do my best on each day as it came. Fortunately flying and living with a squadron I 
much enjoyed.  
 
I was ordered on arrival in France to join a unit at St. Omer and there to await posting to a 
squadron.  When I reported at St. Omer I had flown but for sixteen hours so I was glad, 
during the three weeks I waited to fly here and there for practice.  
 
After three weeks an order came that I should join No. 2 Squadron.  The airfield was 
enclosed on two sides by a small mining village named Hesdineul; I arrived there by truck on 
an evening when rain and wind made every turn conjectural in the dim light of the mud-
splashed lamps. I was led through puddles to the miner's house that was to be my billet, and 
after a stumbling search enjoyed the welcome of the mess. I found there thankfulness in the 
air, and I soon learned the reason. On that very day the "long recon." had been cancelled. 
Previously an aircraft had daily flown as far as Valenciennes for its observer to make a count 
of the trains on the different 1ines.  Recently few had come back. Some German ace, I think 
his name was Boelcke, had a machine able to shoot through its propeller. With this he 
brought down many BE2Cs making the long journey.  The train count was inaccurate and 
moreover probably treated only as yet one more routine "return”.  So, after the inevitable lag 
of time and a trail of casualties, the staff understood and cancelled the order for it. 
 
The whole squadron was equipped, but for one Bristol, with BE2Cs. They were sturdy, good-
natured biplanes, powered by a 90 h.p. air-cooled engine, and they flew about seventy miles 
an hour. At their best when loaded they could crawl up to nine thousand feet. The observer's 
seat was behind the engine and below the top wing. The pilot's cockpit was separate, two feet 
behind the observer; the front of it being in a line with the trailing edge of the wings.  The 
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nacelle was the width of a chair and, while flying, arms could be rested on its edge with 
elbow stuck out over the distant fields. No guns were fitted in the machines as they came to 
the Squadron but clips were fixed to the struts later by each pilot’s own mechanics to hold a 
Lewis gun; the fixtures were separately designed by each pilot for his own aircraft. I had in 
my own machine a swivelling rod bolted centrally and so made as to hold the gun’s weight 
for the observer;  so that while kneeling and looking backwards he could by it easily drop the 
gun on to clips on the struts beside him either to one side or to the other.  Later another Lewis 
gun was mounted on the top of the upper plane within reach of the pilots hand; the mounting 
of this was hinged so that by pulling the butt the muzzle could be cocked up and the gun fired 
either vertically or forward. 
 
Wireless was just being introduced as 1 arrived.  A car type battery was lifted for it, ready 
charged, into the plane, and with it also a nine inch wide wheel, wound with a lead-weighted 
wire. When aloft this was turned and the wire was lowered for use as a transmission aerial. 
Of course it had to be rewound before a return to land.  But it was easy to forget. The lead, 
weighing about three pounds must have crashed many a tile. A key for Morse signals was 
fixed conveniently for the right hand of the pilot. 
 
The camera, a varnished square mahogany affair big enough to house ferrets, was strapped, if 
it was to be used, on the patient plane’s body. Two detachable boxes were clipped to the top 
of it, and, by shoving a handle back and forth, plates were scooped from one box to the back 
of the lens, and then, after exposure, on into the second box. The big square camera reduced 
the height of climb by about 1500 feet. Gauntlets of goatskin and thigh boots of fleece, a 
leather coat, fur-edged goggles and a helmet completed the outfit. 
 
These BE2Cs were painted dirt-brown above. As they dumbly waited before the hovel 
hangars with the four propeller tips as feelers above the mouth-like cowl, belled open to bring 
cooling air past the cylinders, they looked like trained aerial lobsters. One mounted them by a 
lifted foot over the curved back and settled in to the cockpit as into a saddle.  At a command 
the creature throbbed and shuddered and lumbered into the air;  once there it was as 
responsive as a circus steed, tilting to order, and roaring with screaming wires, as it were 
willingly, when put into a dive.  It became an extension of oneself, cutting eights through the 
air or exploring the gleaming vapours of the cloud margins as part of one's will. And if being 
without instruments it entered a bright monstrous cloud, then as part of oneself it became 
afraid, its wires hissed and sobbed with stalls and side slips, for it too the pull of gravity was 
indistinguishable from the centrifugal swirl of a full banked turn and the compass and 
speedometer instead of allies became malignant deceivers. As a part of oneself one became 
tolerant and affectionate to one's machine, giving it a pet name and patting its bossed muzzle, 
on visiting the hangar in the night. 
 
There was one aircraft that was not a BE2C in the Squadron. As I have said it was a Bristol, a 
light single seater. It soon was lost, the week I arrived. A flight commander, with the C.O. 
looking little ruefully at his light-hearted ways, fastened two rifles to its, struts so that they 
pointed half left, half right, and then he went up like a Homeric hero to challenge whoever 
came. He did not return.  I remember the weight of sadness on the C.O. when, walking with 
me that evening on the field, he praised the high quality, the sensitive, gallant, reliable nature, 
of his missing friend. 
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The squadron's sector was the wedge of land, having as its base a line from the La Bassée 
canal to Lens.  Shaped like a dunces cap, it had been captured by the first of the head-on 
assaults with cavalry waiting for a breakthrough in the rear that was known in headlines, and 
to the readers of the lists of dead, as the Battle of Loos.  
 
The Squadron’s continuous duty was to have aircraft near the line the whole of daylight to 
watch for the flashes of firing German guns; to note the position of them by means of squared 
maps and then to send a message of the map reference by wireless to the English artillery.  A 
prearranged battery would acknowledge it by strips of linen on the ground, and would start a 
shoot at the indicated spot. The position of each shell burst then would be signalled down by 
the pilot; a clock code recording direction, and the letters O.K., A.B. and C. standing for a 
direct hit or fifty, a hundred or two hundred yards distance from the target. 
 
Our other tasks were to go over the line to take photographs, or, by deliberate arrangement, to 
guide a battery on to a chosen target.  Usually each pilot stayed on the line when on patrol 
from two to three hours.  The ruins of Loos were below and the apex of the wedge was the 
group of slag heaps called, when made into a German fortress, the Hohenzollern redoubt. To 
the south, white zigzag double lines disappeared from view near Souchez beside the Vimy 
ridge, in a section then held by the French, and, clearly below me, scrawled in clumsy 
parallels across the land, similar streaks showed successions of trenches, English and 
German, each fringed by the dark blur of entangled wire with here and there on them a pin-
head of dark, circled palely by the white of chalk soil, showing the sire of a trench mortar. On 
the last patrol of the day, when all accustomed details had faded from the dark land, though 
one’s own high perch was lit by the weakening sun, down below small lights gleamed along 
the trenches as little lamps warmed water for tea, or on the occasion of a “strafe”, as an 
outburst of firing was nick-named, the lines became murky with smoke and the back areas of 
both armies coruscated with flashes. When near or over the line, guns (called collectively, 
Archie) shot as they could, but by continuous changes of height and direction it was possible 
to alter the position of one's aircraft while the missile was climbing up to one’s own height, 
so, as long as one remembered to dodge, a hit depended on luck. But of course, given enough 
chances a hit was bound to happen. Luck is a coin with two faces, the gunners and the 
airman’s, each wins in his turn. No one possessed a parachute then. 
 
My billet was shared by a jovial Anglo-Irishman who was the best of company;   he was 
rather like a red-faced frog, his big mouth always smiling, his hair brushed straight back from 
the slanting forehead, his eyes prominent, and soft rich vowels making his voice pleasant to 
hear.  His experience of sex was so different from my own that I found him a constant source 
of wonderment and interest.  Seduction by a governess as a child, and adventurous intimacies 
with girl cousins, made him take sex as a rightful pleasure carrying no responsibility. This 
made him seem as strange as a South Sea Islander. I remember him telling me, wondering at 
himself, that the girl to whom he was engaged he desired least of any. With excitement he 
formed a link with a French girl next door, who in spite of one unfathered baby, persuaded 
her family to leave her undisturbed in their kitchen.  He returned as from a triumph after his 
first success, and full of wonder at the variety of meanings and feelings a Frenchwoman 
expresses by “Oo, la! la!” It was part of nature that before we left she had conceived a baby, 
someone, now a grown French man or woman, whose way, when laughing, of rolling creased 
and kindly eyes, and who below a long upper lip shows prominent strong teeth, will perhaps 
remind visitors of the Irish, and of one result of the first great war; that is - and one must add 
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the qualification - if he or she survived. The doubt must be left unanswered for the Germans 
overran Hesdineul in 1918.and then after twenty years Hitler's war was to come. I am jerked 
to a halt by the realisation that that light hearted copulation, so important to the actors at the 
time, took place 65 years ago. 
 
 
IV 
 
0ne day I was detailed for the "short recon."; (that was the name given to a journey over 
Lille) as one of a group of four, with the leader marked by the flutter of a red pennon from 
the tail of his aircraft.  We were due to go late on a February afternoon.  Himalayan clouds 
were forming in the west as we gained height in a diamond formation. Cloud below shielded 
us from gun-fire near the line, but when over Lille, in the cleared sky that precedes a 
thunderstorm, we lurched in constellations of shell bursts. A high explosive shell bursting in 
the air makes a stationary ball of writhing smoke that is surprisingly still when remembering 
the swiftness of its rush from the gun.  The crunching clap and the flash of flame is a startling 
other contrast to the gentle grey ball that succeeds it. 
 
When aircraft are in formation a dodging course is not possible and the shelling is more 
alarming, for the marksmen below have no longer any excuse not to use successfully their 
calculations, and they of course will be vying with one another to hit and crumple us. There 
was no parachute then to hold a second chance. 
 
On that day, besides the usual shells, the Germans tried pale green lights that lifted at an even 
pace as a luminous thread from the ground, and, on reaching our own height of 8,000 feet, 
curved over, still as a phosphorescent glow, back towards the earth.  We called them flying 
onions.  I have never understood their nature but suppose them to have been rockets. They 
did no harm. 
 
By the time we were over Lille the cloud, a mountain sweeping the earth higher than Everest, 
shadowed the town so that in the lessening light only the simple curves and points of the 
ancient fortifications, looking like a device of heraldry, showed clearly below. The storm, 
enormous and densely dark, looked a threat to our return, for we could not fly through cloud.  
The three other planes were heading north in a wide curve. I preferred to return in a straight 
line, and aimed due west. 
 
When over the German support trenches my engine was whirring sweetly; without a warning 
it spluttered and straightaway stopped. The gunner before me looking back made a glum 
glance toward me and then below.   With every faculty straining, our lives in the judgement, I 
rapidly calculated that we might just glide over our front line.  By now rain was lashing, and 
evidently no German, because of it, looked up, and so chanced to see my now silent plane, 
for not a shot came as I slanted down. I got well over No-man's-land, then over the trench 
line, and, thankfully, over the supports and down into an undamaged field. Figures, draped in 
dully gleaming rubber sheets held at the throat by string, ran out into the wind from holes 
looking like fallen angels rushing to welcome a descended Lucifer, and smilingly turned into 
friendly gunners. They took us to the officers in the mess of their battery who made us 
welcome and did us too much honour. Mechanics came from my squadron, bringing a crate 
of tools and spares. The aircraft's repair was a race against the dawn for the field was within 
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reach of a whiz-bang and, as soon as the observation balloons went up, the plane would be 
seen and a salvo would finish it. Within five minutes a message abashed me. It was that I had 
not realised that the small petrol tank, usually held in reserve, had been in use, and the main 
tank had not been turned on. The engine had stopped for lack of petrol and there was no 
repair to be done. 
 
The sodden ground made a take-off uncertain from the little space, and to make it worse, 
owing to the field's shape the run could be only towards the east and towards the Germans.  
 
I lightened the aircraft by every possible means and waited for sufficient light.  The morning 
was still and clear. I dared not warm the engine lest the roar of it should be heard. So, with 
the unspoken sentence, “Now for it” behind tight lips, as soon as the engine was started I 
opened fully the throttle, aiming for the furthest, and lowest, gap at the small field's edge. The 
wheels so much more drove through, rather than skimmed over the wet pasture, that, on that 
windless morning, to fly before reaching the hedge was so difficult, indeed unlikely, that I 
was on springs and was tight muscled as if to lift the machine by my own tension, so that I 
must almost have pushed off the rudder bar from its fastenings. Well! It happened. By 
holding the tail up a bounce became flight with just enough lift at the last to pull up, nearly 
stalling, over the hedge.  Dropping the other side there was not nearly time to turn before I 
was over the wire and over the Boche.  My climb and my turn was greeted by every German 
in the line dropping his breakfast and pulling his trigger. I was low enough to hear the 
individual shots merging into a roar like the rattle of pebbles showering on a shore, and, close 
to the ear also, to hear like whispered threats the flip-flip of the passing bullets. My late hosts 
started salvos as a distraction, and soon, shaking myself incredulously, I was comfortably 
sailing over their heads, and waving thanks and good-byes to them.  The next day I dropped a 
formal message of gratitude. 
 
At the end of June came leave; a fortnight of summer in England was to be mine.  
On returning to France to resume the customary routine of observation and photography, I 
had flown back a new machine from Farnborough, and flying high above the water, out of a 
clear blue sky I had watched the Straights as a junction of two seas, each fading illimitably. 
The steamers like toys pushing a V of white before them and drawing on the ultramarine a 
trail of pale turquoise far behind them. The white cliffs were violet shadowed, and Dungeness 
looked like an ancient flint arrow. The earth visibly curved downward as it receded, both to 
the east and to the west. The air was an arch over all. Such beauty is now shared by 
thousands, but to me, not shut out by panes of glass, to see below me the outline of a familiar 
map had the fascination of novelty.   
 
Soon after returning I was one of a group set to escort an aircraft registering a long range high 
velocity gun firing at a faraway target at Henin-Lietard.  We had to stay for the whole shoot 
ten miles over the line. My neighbouring plane was an F.E.; that is an aircraft with gunner 
and. pilot in front of the wings and with the engine behind them. While watching the sky, I 
saw an ominous dot above and beyond the F.E. The dot grew, becoming obviously one of the 
Fokker single seater monoplanes which, for a time, made Germany dominant in the air 
wherever she chose to concentrate them.  This one dived shallowly towards the F.E. without 
firing and, curving under its tail, pulled up level with us and between us.  It was the maddest 
manoeuvre, suicidal and absurd and the motive quite beyond guessing. The mechanic in my 
observer's seat was supposed to be a gunner but he became paralysed by confusion, holding 
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the Lewis gun aimlessly, in spite of frantic gestures from me. I could see the helmeted head 
and goggled face of the German huddled in his cockpit as he flew close and apparently 
confidingly, nearby. The gunner in the F.E. however fired a burst, and immediately the 
Fokker pulled up vertically as if it itself, the machine, had been alive and was stricken, and 
then it fell, turning over and over like a leaf wavering from an autumn tree. I watched it down 
and down pitiably now brown now pale, as the upper or lower side showed against the pattern 
of the striped fields on the earth. 
 
After one patrol I was flying towards the west and directly into the blaze of a late afternoon 
sun when I turned to look over the tail, to enjoy a view of the contorted clouds, towering and 
brilliant, piled up behind me.  I had already passed through the fringing drops of a shower 
and became entranced at the discovery that a completely circular double rainbow was 
following me. Half rainbows I only half enjoy. To say so, I fear, sounds eccentric. But to my 
taste not even Constable nor Rubens could make the acid colours blend wholly pleasingly 
with a landscape. 
 
But this double series of banded colours in so exact a circle against the gleaming cloud and 
against the earth, veiled partially by the rain were startling from their symmetry imposed on 
the grand disorder of the scene. The circles followed at my own speed, becoming, as it were, 
a personal coronet, and uncannily strange and powerful. 
 
The summer was followed by autumn and early winter without a major battle developing in 
the Loos sector of the line. It was late in the year on a counter battery patrol, in itself 
ordinary, that occurred what to me was a major experience. The late afternoon was clear that 
day, as often before rain. I have explained it was my job to watch the German back areas and 
I clearly saw the spurting flash from a gun. I at once signalled its map reference, and awaited, 
following my message the answering English shell-burst.  On the third salvo a direct hit fell 
on the German battery; a house high flame flaring up like a vermilion poplar on the bare field 
proved the ignition of their ammunition. I can't account for my reaction for, after all, to 
silence the gun had been my only purpose, but I can only describe the event. For with the 
violence of a strong fantasy the scene in that battery struck into me. I knew I had caused it. 
That I could see the tree of flame but not hear it, and in the same view saw the peaceful 
beauty of the air overhung by a scatter of bright clouds, made the vision by contrast more 
hideous.  I found it hard to use the Morse key or to control my flight to the airfield. I was 
shaken by physical quivering. 
 
During that night driving wet, cold rain came through the mining village and the next day 
was grey and bitter. The mud was creamed by the lorries and splashed against the bricks of 
the small houses.  I went walking nearby over fields of stubble still unrotted and scrunchy 
and stubborn under my boots. After half a mile or so I stood musing. I was not consciously 
seeing my surroundings, but in fact my eyes did observe, for I became aware of the flower of 
a speedwell fully out at my feet. It seemed remarkable in the winter cold, and I bent to look 
closer with expanding emotion. On moving I found a change in myself for I was able to look 
critically at my feelings of the previous day. I saw that to remain sane I must learn to share 
collectively the responsibility for the horrors of this dreadful war, rather than take personal 
guilt even when I was the instrument.  The connections are not clear. Because of the tension 
of the previous day I was, I suppose, ready to find a hold. The flower, dainty and frail, but 
rebounding from the cold gusts with confidence, evidently was a symbol for me. I became 
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aware of my need to keep command of myself.  It made me accept that for me to allow 
myself to disintegrate because tragedies occurred in war would be absurd.  Profitless 
suffering was all around, but a defused collective pity promoted inertia and blocked all 
constructive initiative. 
  
I made a vow to my speedwell to overcome this, a vow that, in practice, was not kept. I 
should have read; I have should have learned French; I should have written letters and kept in 
touch with friends and made new ones; I should have tried to write or to paint. 
 
I can make no excuse. Thousands of my sort did these things and more. But I was without 
zest. It could not have been apparent because I was promoted to Flight Commander soon. 
There were many hours of inactivity and never again would I have the chance of periods of 
really free time:  they were wasted. 
 
I lacked the will. I did not get free from the idea that the war was a blank interlude, and an 
emotional and intellectual winter. In truth it was worse than blank, because any constructive 
impulse was inhibited or impaired. 
 
 
V 
 
After a few months I was promoted to be a Flight Commander which not only was a rise in 
rank but also involved command of a third of the squadron. A pilot named Barker, a 
Canadian, was an officer in my flight. My memory of him is very clear because of his sheer 
bravery. Though bravery is from many sources (of course a wide mixture of motives initiates 
any action) but his courage was conspicuous for its untrained simplicity.  One example of his 
dauntlessness was after a major raid had left a length of German trench through the ruins of 
Hulluch occupied by British troops.  From both ends, Germans were working inwards with 
grenades and mortars, bay by bay.  It was a day of continuous pelting winter rain. Barker, 
was on a routine patrol that afternoon.  He had no orders to attack targets on the ground.  The 
BE2C he was flying could not fire forward; however the observer could fire downwards and 
to the side. Barker realised the danger to the infantry and on his own initiative he dived 
straight at the last bay of the trench held by Germans, so holding their attention and drawing 
their fire, and when low down and passing over them his observer then gave a burst of 
bullets, disabling some and making others cower.  Lifting from the dive Barker rose, turned 
and dipped again to plunge at the other Germans approaching the other end of the short 
English line.  He wheeled to dive, rise, and dive again until darkness allowed the infantry to 
retreat. Without him perhaps no one could have escaped. How he himself failed to be shot 
down passes my understanding. It was the highest order of bravery. 
 
I have seen him, when excited  zoom up over trees so that his speed dropped deliberately to 
the barest minimum for control as he cleared the top-most twigs. Sickening disaster was so 
close to him I had to turn away.  I have seen him too when flying a Camel (a single seater 
fighter) spin, till landing and coming out of the spin were the same action. He was a loosely 
made man, big in the shoulders, from whose round dark head came laconic good humoured 
remarks and unrestrained laughter. Later, for fantastic heroism and skill as a fighter pilot, he 
won the Victoria Cross, and later still, surviving the war, he became a senior of the Canadian 
Air Force and lastly he killed himself in a crash. 
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It was in bravery that Barker excelled; otherwise he was unremarkable.  The differences 
among brave men are more pronounced than their similarities.  I think of Ball whose open-
eyed courage ennobled his modest good nature, or of Sassoon holding back breakdown, or of 
Hilary treating severe burns as a pathway to facing death. Consider too the moral lunatics 
among Japanese youth who treat violence as good in itself, and indeed think of the cruelty of 
the I.R.A. All these, with nameless millions more, stretching from heroic to vile share that 
willingness to ignore fear that is bravery.  
 
The youngest pilot of my flight was the much liked teenage son of an actor named Bransby 
Williams.  He was killed leaving sadness among all who knew him. 
 
As then was the rule, I returned to England to work as an instructor after nine months in 
France. I went to the same Shoreham where a year earlier I bad made my first flights. The 
longhorns, like the pterodactyls they somewhat resembled, had already joined the world of 
museums, alive only in the imagination. The shorthorns still were flying. On one of them, 
while teaching, round and round I skimmed, repeatedly bumping, rising, and turning as I 
allowed the inexpert and the ham-handed full control short of smashes. The time came for 
each pupil when I should tell him to fly alone. 
 
I remember passing as ready for solo a boy, outstanding for his high quality, and the 
sensibility easy to recognise in his face. On his first solo he glided straight into the ground. 
With horror I watched him do it. He made no attempt to flatten out. Dashing to him and 
helping him, unconscious, on to a stretcher, my mind made the rapid sweep of the elements 
of the situation, as a doctor can when assessing at one glance some combination of signs; the 
shock of it sharpened my power of analysis and observation. In this flashlight view, seen 
while running over the grass, a dread caught up with me.  
 
The better to see over my pupil's head I had had a stiffened cushion made to fasten onto my 
seat. The pupil sat close to and in front of the instructor. On getting out myself to wave on 
this pupil for his solo flight, as was usual, I left this cushion fastened in its place. The dread 
which jumped on to my back was that the complete failure of the machine to flatten out might 
have resulted from the falling forward of this cushion if its fixture had failed, as the aircraft 
sloped down in its glide it might have jammed the control rod and so have terribly fixed the 
tail. 
 
We tenderly lifted him, unconscious as he was. His mother and his fiancée, a slender fair girl, 
sat by his bed. There was no evidence of anything; all was surmise; the cushion like all else 
was scattered by the crash.  But the dread, firmly settled, acted like a suit of lead. The silent 
women and the dying man, who lay with a mien of aristocratic aloofness, sensitively 
detached in his unconsciousness, and bafflingly veiled by it from the love beside him, were 
sadness enough, but the thought was sharpened to a scream in my head because it was by my 
order he had flown alone and owing to my suspicion of the misplaced cushion. 
 
I was ordered to head the Court of Enquiry into the crash myself. Every possible witness was 
questioned by me and the answers were written out in my own hand.  To each I longed to ask, 
but did not, "Do you think the cushion by loosening could have jammed the controls?", and 
from each I dreaded lest, unasked, they should suggest the same.  My Court of Inquiry had no 
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alternative but to conclude that we did not know the cause of the accident.  Somehow my 
distress deadened the report for the adjutant sent back the comment, “There does not seem to 
have been strong enough effort to arrive at the cause of this accident.”  It was a rigger’s job, 
not mine, to fasten the cushion, but I was in command, and the cushion was an innovation of 
my own. By my order he flew alone, and as my own judge I gave myself the responsibility. 
Slowly the shadow of it receded, overlaid by new problems and it became part of the past. 
This was one poignant exception to a routine, mostly uneventful, of teaching to batches of 
young officers the few elements of flying that I knew myself. 
 
There were no rules then to make flying near an airfield more safe. I remember vividly a 
proof of their need. Another aircraft and my own were being flown at the same height 
circularly in opposite directions.  Neither I nor the other pilot noticed the other's machine. By 
one of those coincidences, that could not be accepted if part of a plot in fiction, we both 
decided to turn on a steep bank at the same instant, and as we tilted, pressing outwards 
against the air in mid-turn, I saw him for the first time and saw too his wheels and mine 
within inches of spinning, each against each, as if for a game. Flying away I could hardly 
believe I was alive. 
 
My ears popped during flying, and I consulted an ear and nose specialist about that and about 
the occasional blocking of one nostril. He advised that by an operation (now never 
performed) he should remove my inferior turbinate bones. Owing to the smaller knowledge 
of those days, he overlooked. a deflected septum which, being the cause of my trouble, had 
years later by another operation to be put right. He did his operation under cocaine and 
adrenalin, and, unfortunately, by an oversight, a swab soaked in these drugs was left in my 
nose and maintained constant bleeding for a whole night. Through this mistake I know how it 
feels to become drained of blood. The sighing, the uncontrollable restlessness, the confusion 
between the tangible world and the images of dreams, (a muddle made easier by the distance 
that voices seemed to travel) and the close quick rush of the pulse in one's own ears, are 
disturbing memories. It was as if I was both rolled on the edge of a sea and was pulled by a 
tide alternately twisting and floating between in the flow between trance and awareness.  
Now and again I would be forced to be sick and I would fill yet one more vessel with blood 
to do so was an exertion that felt extreme.  Blood counts were then rarities and blood 
transfusion was scarcely known, so I went lard white in the face and panting on slopes for 
many weeks.  I remember the struggle to walk up the path to Stirling Castle to present myself 
to a medical board. 
 
On returning to France I joined, as senior flight commander, No. 15 Squadron that was 
stationed near the site of the Somme battlefield.   It will be remembered that after the bitter 
winter of 1917 the Germans retreated to a shorter line, the cord of a bent bow, and left as a 
gift that ground the British had lost one hundred thousand men to assail. 
 
One day during that summer, out of curiosity, I went to examine in this artificial desert what 
had been the site of the front lines, where there was not a feature unfretted by shells, nor a 
vestige of ordered life remaining, not a tree, not a bush, not one brick upon another. Sparse 
weeds, forerunners, flowered on the gritty ground.  Feeling full of awe, as it seemed vaguely 
a holy place, I stepped on the parapet seeing no one among the waste of shell holes.  It was 
odd and disturbing to stand unhurried and upright where buried hordes of men had spied 
towards each other through crannies.  A rough painted board told the position of the one-time 
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British front line. I searched for some imprint of the emotions it once had held, and found but 
a bowl of a briar pipe, the stem shattered, and a humerus, (that is the bone of an upper arm) as 
dry and weathered as if hundreds of years instead of but one had eroded traces of tendon and 
had liquefied the marrow. No doubt the rats, after the armies' departure, astonished at the 
sudden deprivation went through famine during which they went over yet again each morsel. 
 
Fascinated I went down into a twenty foot deep German dugout, shored and strengthened 
with large timbers like an abandoned mine, and with bays edged by benches cut into the wall 
of the dank tunnel. All was eerily still, smel1ing of mould and empty but for a few helmets, 
lying with debris I did not like to touch.  Swallows swooped down the shaft to chatter and 
chirrup at their nests on the supporting beams: interestingly confident, they seemed, that all 
was well. 
 
As every dwelling had been erased by the battle the Squadron dwelt and messed in Nissen 
huts.   The site was shelled intermittently by a long range gun. One shell destroyed the loo 
adjoining that one where I myself was seated. I don’t remember waiting to fasten my braces. 
The Squadron’s duties were the same as of No 2 Squadron I had joined the previous year. 
The make of aircraft had been changed to a type named R.E.8 which were biplanes, larger but 
otherwise not unlike the BE2Cs.  They were wide enough to allow a gun to be swung in a 
circle by the observer, now placed behind the pilot. The engine was the same glorified air-
cooled motor bicycle style, but one third larger than that used in the BE2C. Each wing was 
built on two light wooden spars. Each upper spar was joined to the corresponding spar of the 
lower wing by but one wooden strut furnished above and below by bolts that passed through 
holes bored at what was the spar's natural breaking point. I never heard of a fracture there but 
the thought of those bolts kept pilots of RE8's from exuberant manoeuvres. RE8s proved to 
be the softest option for German aces wishing to add to their score of kills. Fortunately, the 
Germans concentrated their fighters on important sections of the line leaving the rest of it 
unharassed, and the portion east of the Somme was at that time quiet, and we had few 
casualties.  
 
After six months I had leave in England. But soon, too soon, I returned flying a new machine 
from Farnborough. Back again in France a routine was established of humdrum days.  The 
patrols started at dawn, an hour not holding then a nimbus of romance or glory; and Aurora 
rosy-fingered is not the image it carries for me. Too often, in spite of gauntlets, have I held 
tingling fingers inside my leather coat, while my aircraft, a dark insect outline, was pulled 
into the mist or rain at the bleak hour before day-break; for observation had to start at first 
light. I remember sharing a few flights intentionally made in the dark, tossing by hand 15lb 
bombs and landing afterwards by the light of cans of burning petrol.  But few memories 
remain with me to give much precision to a blurred composite of patrols and of the good 
natured life in our cantonment of Nissen huts. 
 
It could be worth record that no one gave attention to any contrivance to aid safety. I never 
heard of any appeal for a parachute. I recall a small incident to show that such an interest 
might have seemed almost unsporting I had been given a piece of steel sold by a London 
shop to protect any bottom dangling itself over exploding shells. It was much stouter than the 
tin hats of the infantry.  I borrowed a revolver and went off with it secretly to a copse feeling 
that to be seen considering protection would embarrass me. I propped the shield against a tree 
and fired at it from about twenty yards distance.  I had never fired a pistol before. So I was 
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astonished to see that not only had I hit it, but that the torn fringes of a jagged hole now bent 
angrily towards where, in my hope, was my protected seat. I left the thing deserted in the 
wood. 
 
My squadron was composed of quiet inoffensive British men. I remember our astonishment 
when entertaining to dinner a Canadian Fighter Squadron. All of them were Canadians, but 
for their C.O., who was Irish.  Extravagance and excess, foreign to us, came in with them like 
the puff of a gale through a blown open door. They did not drop into intoxications reluctantly, 
or by chance, they rushed towards it. They were not bawdy, slyly or by innuendo; they went 
headlong for songs directly and in detail sexual. They were a crude gallant set, 
representatives of a culture whose discontents had not been groomed into decorous 
undertones by traditions of consideration and understatement. From them I had my first 
disconcerting glimpse of "the new world". 
 
Up till the finish of my nine months front line service the Squadron was not involved in any 
major battle.  But a few days before I was due to leave a wave of excitement and secrecy 
went with whispers from flight to flight.  I was deliberately excluded from these discussions 
as someone the plans did not concern, and who therefore should not be loaded with 
dangerous confidence. A few weeks later the surprise of Cambrai, that forerunner of every 
subsequent battle, told me the subject of these hushed conferences. 
 
With my ticket for England already issued, my Commanding Officer met me in the hangar 
the afternoon before my journey. Very apologetically he said that some photographs had to 
be taken and there was no pilot free. Would I take them?  He was most sorry he said, for he 
realised that for a man to go dangerously far over the line with his return ticket in his pocket 
was tempting ill luck too much. It was a day when strong south west wind was carrying 
sharply drawn shadow-filled clouds icily gleaming in an opaque dark-blue sky. I determined 
to go with the gale when a cloud could be cover for my approach, and then, by over-running 
it, I could get the photographs. All appeared well. Not a salvo smudged the sky; not a distant 
dot could be seen as herald of a fighting German. I turned confidently for home. The crystal 
and buoyant air seemed filled with a brilliant vitality. My natural joy nearly lost me my life 
for I was so absorbed by the beauty and by a rising exhilaration that I forgot constantly to 
change height and direction.  I was just looking at the German support line, eight thousand 
feet below me, when crash!  My aircraft jerked back like a boxer truck on the chin; the three-
ply of the nacelle separating the observer from myself burst up in a fringe of bristling spikes. 
I instantly dropped in a side slipping turn and could hear and see the crump, crump, crump as 
the remainder of the salvo exploded as orange hearted balls of swirling smoke in a row above 
and to the right of me.  I dared not dive as I did not know, after that shattering, what parts of 
my machine were still securely held together. So I flew, continuously dodging. Softly I let my 
loved machine down. 
  
My observer looked round grinning thumbs up as we taxied in. Of the thousands of shells 
flung deliberately at me during the eighteen months flying on the line, the very last to be fired 
was the nearest of them all to a direct hit. 
 
Surely there is a moral somewhere. 
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VI 
 
On my return to England I was posted to a T.D.S. at Easton near Stamford, and very soon on 
being promoted to Squadron leader, I was given the command of it.  T.D.S. stands for 
Training Depot Station. It was a complicated command, the result of the amalgamation of 
three squadrons, each of three flights. The complication will be understood when I say that I 
had in my command about 30 instructors, two squadrons of English mechanics, one squadron 
of American mechanics, (some unable to speak English), about seventy pupils, a unit of 
Women’s Auxiliary Air Corps for cooking and catering, German prisoners making roads and 
new surfaces, technicians for repair shops and motor transport, and the orderly room staff and 
records. The Americans had their own officers for discipline:  a discipline strangely fierce in 
our eyes; allotting prison for misdemeanours punished in English custom but by two days 
confinement to barracks. 
 
The T.D.S. was a happy unit; the instructors worked with the enthusiasm of keen craftsmen, 
for a valuable change had been brought to teaching by a senior flying school at Gosport. I 
went there reluctantly saying, "l did not want to learn stunting."  I soon learned my mistake.   
Avros were used there, those most tractable of machines, and above the old and sombre fort I 
learned for the first time really to fly.  Someone in the mess in conversation raised to an 
instructor there the example of the birds on some aviation point.  He gave a gesture of 
rejection.  "The birds," he said in a tone of incredulity.  "The birds don't know more than the 
elements of flying." I got to understand his meaning. I learned there to keep indefinitely on a 
vertical bank, turning the nose to the horizon, as the aircraft went round and round with the 
wings pressed out against the air like a bicycle on the "Wall of Death'' at a fair ground. I 
learnt “Immelmann turns", falling out of a half roll to swoop back the way one had come. I 
learnt to loop so that at all points of the circle the pressure on my seat remained even. I learnt 
on a glide downwards to twist to and fro in the air and at the last to side slip over a hedge into 
a small field. All this was covered in about ten days. On return I handed on all I had learnt to 
the instructors at my station; taking each one stage after stage.  They were loyal and 
responsible, and worked almost fanatically. 
 
Someone from afar brought the only important indiscipline I can remember. The pilot of an 
FE came, on an unauthorized visit one day, bringing against orders a civilian for a birthday 
joy ride.  An FE was a heavy clumsy pusher and as I have already described, its engine was 
behind the cockpit and the passenger sat in the open nose well in advance of the wings.  I was 
watching this stranger plane passing at about two thousand feet when, to my amazement, I 
saw it dive and pull up on to its back, evidently trying to loop. A loop was to me an unknown 
manoeuvre with such an aircraft. When upside down, and as if by intention, a sprawling 
manikin fell straight down, dragging behind him a raincoat fluttering half inside out, and 
sinking like a thrown toy. He whirled arms and legs, clutching the air, in his drop of 
increasing and terrible speed. The FE above seemed to stand still, hanging upside down as if 
it too was astonished: then after its passenger hit the ground, dimpling some soft earth, its 
nose turned abruptly downward s, and it dived vertically, striking the ground with the noise 
of a wrecking train. 
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To return to my problems of command. I have no power to carry visibly with me the 
impalpable but potent apprehension issuing from those with inborn authority.  Without it the 
only path to a smooth efficiency for a commander is the personal test by himself of every 
joint of the organization. To do this is most exacting and exhausting. I laugh at myself in 
memory as I think of the mild youth that I was, dressed up in blue and gold (the cuffs and the 
cap's peak were grand with gold) having, at orderly room malefactors, men lately slack or 
drunk or something, marched before me by the trumpetings of the Sergeant Major. "Private 
Smith” he would shout in the small room “qu - ick march.  Now pick 'em up.  Halt.  Left 
turn."  All this stamping and clattering being to move a man from the door to my desk.  I 
gently would ask him for the excuse and, while pointing out the weakness of it, would 
express regret at my necessity to dock some pay or give some punishment.  Instantly without 
a moment for a further word came the sharp bellow "Right turn."  "Quick march” and the 
prisoner and his escort would, with swinging arms and battering feet, make way for the next. 
 
The aircraft now in use for elementary training were DH10s. They were assemblies of the 
bare essentials of a flying machine.  They were slow, safe, and cheap.  But of course 
clumsiness still could crash them. One near disaster comes into my mind. It is a story of 
terror nearly in control, for my pupil sitting behind me, became suddenly insane with panic.  
His eyes were glazed with fear and while gliding in he tried to land while still thirty feet up.  
The machine had dual control, but he pulled back the “joystick" with frenzied force, too great 
for me to counter. I turned and struck him half insensible with a blow in the face. Falling 
back he let go the control and allowed me to push out of the impending stall. Such events 
were part of the day's work. 
 
Tragedy at times had to be faced.  I recall a charming and gracious boy, after he had crashed, 
was burnt into the flayed and rigid horror of a charred corpse. I was told that his mother and 
his sweetheart were in a local hotel. I was in command, so they must be told by me. There 
was no escape, so I ordered my car. What could I say?  I turned over and over the words that 
might tell the dreadful fact without allowing the picture of ghastly contortion, that lay 
ulcerating in my imagination, to slip unintended into my speech.   My lips and my mouth 
were dry, from the working of the horror on me, and the distress at bearing such news; so dry 
indeed that when I came to speak the sounds tripped in my throat. I could see the strange fear 
I must have carried in my face reflected in the expression of the barmaid as she looked at me 
when I asked her with stumbling difficulty, "Could I see Mrs. - " and I could feel my tight 
skin slacken when I heard the answer, “Oh Mrs. -  they left this morning."  The reaction of 
relief seemed shameful as I relaxed while returning, for in fact nothing had improved. Still he 
lay, stiffly set by the heat, looking a brown man leaping and clapping, caricatured by a devil. 
 
Looking back from this last phase of life, l think I see that I had much matured by the late 
summer of l918. I see myself as having passed from the stage of being a fragmented self-
tortured schoolboy into an adolescent who was not disentangled when he entered a delayed 
conflicted manhood. Through time and by success in the Flying Corps I was able to become a 
partially integrated human being. 
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Here are the entries appearing for “W.E.F. Davidson” in the War Office RFC records, 
available and searchable online, exactly as transcribed.  
  
 
RANK REGIMENT SQUADRON DATE DETAILS 
     

Lt 3 E Yorks R 3RAS 23.07.15 reported Shoreham and is att 3RAS for 
instruction 

Lt The East Yorkshire 
Regiment Special 
Reserve 

 
11.11.15 to be Flying Officer and to be seconded. 

2Lt RFC SR 2Sq 00.03.16 Flying Officer 
Lt E. York. R SR 12.07.16 to be Flight Comdr from Flying Officer 

and to be TCapt whilst so empld 

Capt 3 E Yorks R 27RS Fort 
Rowner 

03.01.17 Flight Comdr (reported 31.12.16) 

Capt 15Sq 02.05.17 Ok [2548 BE2e] Sideslipped on turn nr 
ground after e/f on t/o for test 
Lealvillers. Capt WEF Davidson Ok 

Capt E Yorks R 15Sq 00.06.17 Flight Comdr 
Capt 3 E Yorks R 00.03.18 Flight Comdr 
Capt RFC 
Maj East Yorkshire Regt 

2Lt. East Yorkshire 
Regt Captain. RFC 
and RAF Major 

 
Apart from the routine record of postings and promotions, the single incident recorded is a 
crash on 2nd May 1917. Read as “Sideslipped on turn near ground after engine failure on 
take-off for test at Lealvillers. Capt WEF Davidson OK” An incident that Eardley omitted to 
record in his memoir, funnily enough.    
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Photo Section 
Pictures from a Davidson family album 

 

 
 

Lancing College OTC, 1908-09 
Eardley standing, at right. 

 
 

 
 

Cambridge graduation, May 1914, Eardley at left. 
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At home (Bitterne, near Southampton) in infantry uniform, November 1914. 

 
 

  
 

Shoreham 1915, while learning to fly 
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             15 Squadron, Merville 1917                                     In new RFC Uniform  
 
 

         
 
             With pupils, Gosport 1918                                              Flying gear.     
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Farman shorthorn, Eardley at the controls  

 

 
BE2c  

 

 
E’s caption self-explanatory.  


